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FOR SUBSCRIBERS

Parents, what's your social media strategy?

The woman was staring at me. Well, actually, at my family. Although embarrassed, I

understood why.

All of us - my daughters Happy and Bee, with my husband Jim and I - were busy on our

mobile phones. Sending e-mail messages, surfing the Net, checking Instagram, while

awaiting our food at a Japanese restaurant.

"Okay. Phones away. No more during dinner," I barked, likely too loudly as the

watching woman swiftly returned to her tempura.

How did we get here? Honestly, do my daughters, 11 and 16, even need phones? No.

Absolutely not.

We are living in uncharted times as we lap up technology, learn to code, grow followers

on social media, receive news on screens, order everything online, vlog to benefit a

cause and interact with friends via messaging apps.

The more we progress, the more we digress with even less time for what is important.

After all, we are connected digitally 24/7, constantly occupied, curating our time and

energy between screens and authentic life.

Failing to evolve means we are certain to become dinosaurs, as technology is ingrained

in our days whether we embrace or reject the now-norm phenomenon.

Paige Parker
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I ponder how to proceed personally, but as a mother, I worry more about how to steer

my tween and teen. Although as a parent, I understand the pitfalls of social media. I do

believe such outlets, if used properly, have value, enabling learning, connectivity and

creativity.

Several years back, I joined Facebook and Instagram after hearing my friends share

scary tales of their children not allowing them to follow their accounts.

ST ILLUSTRATION: CEL GULAPA

I planned to be on social media before my daughters, making that world my turf too,

with no me-versus-them mindset.

I even agreed earlier this year to my family starting the Bee Happy With The Rogers

YouTube channel, with the naive notion that it could gain traction (it has not trended

yet) for us to do good.
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Local musician and influencer with 145,000 followers on Instagram Narelle Kheng

uses her social media presence to raise awareness of mental health.

Via YouTube, any of our children can learn Spanish, how to cook an omelette or dance

the cha-cha.

My daughter Happy, for better or worse, watches oodles of make-up tutorials,

uncovering trending beauty applications.

Through my Instagram account, a Chinese movie producer discovered Bee's Mandarin

and acting proficiency, then invited her to play a small role in the action movie Skyfire,

opening next month. That's cool.

Since our children have grown up with smart phones, tablets and apps, they use these

tools to increase connections with those who share similar interests.

Online, they discover and seek support for mental-health concerns or learn more

about a cause or activity they find appealing.

Podcasts, vlogs, TikTok videos, live streams, using the hottest, soon-to-be ubiquitous

virtual headsets, offer our children outlets which we never dreamt of.

As a teenager, I exhausted World Book Encyclopedia, a colossal set of 22 books, to

complete research papers, while my children grab a phone searching for

"circumference of the earth" only to learn instantly… 40,075km.

Bam! Jim and I keep a tattered The Concise Oxford Dictionary - circa 1964, from Jim's

time at Oxford University - by our dining table. If our daughters need a definition

during discussions, we have them rifle through the thick book of delicate pages.

Predictably, our daughters object: "No one uses an old-fashioned dictionary anymore.

It's online now." Nonetheless, Jim and I insist because we believe the traditional book

is an excellent learning tool. Perhaps we are being quite square, since in their

lifetimes, dictionaries will be digital for all in advanced economies.

I suppose we parents have to navigate better, acknowledging we use resources

differently from our children, at the same time aim to help our little ones become

empowered, not overwhelmed, by technology. Just as we teach our daughters and
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sons to look left and right before crossing the road, we must steer them in the digital

world, helping them to distinguish fact from fiction as much online content is curated

to appear perfectly utopian.

The whole notion of keeping up with the Joneses, or the Kardashians in 2019, can

morph into a terribly unhealthy, unattainable quest.

A child's validation cannot be reliant on his number of TikTok followers. We must

teach our children to understand biases in almost everything - from advertising to

personal posts.

Our minds must work as sieves for the great unwashed content and we must educate

our children to do the same.

Many of us realise the restrictions set up by technology giants to keep children

younger than 13 off popular apps are a farce. Thus, we must be more observant,

monitoring our children, borderline compulsively.

For although technology can be good, we know there are creeps out there. While

treading with genuine care, I offer important mantras to Happy and Bee: "Don't share

too much. Your imprint is out there forever. Don't post revealing shots." While obvious,

I fear the young today cannot erase history or reinvent themselves as easily as we did,

especially when their status/location/outfit of the day/last meal is known to all.

Of course, there are heavier topics we discuss, such as how body-shaming is always

wrong. I urge them to alert me immediately if a friend is exploring subject matter that

encourages self-harm.

To avoid apps tracking them, I ask my girls to switch off location settings. Worried

about bullying at school and maybe even more online, I remind my daughters: "When

anyone bullies you, tell me."

My attentiveness occasionally leads us to meaningful conversations, while more times

than not, my daughters do not appreciate my focus. I counter: "When you become

mothers, then we will be friends. Until then, my job is to mother." This means I check

their phones and apps regularly.
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Some parents cope by setting restrictions, such as enforcing time limits and banning

specific sites and games. I hear the old-fashioned flip-phone is a growing trend as

parents view the simple gadget as an entry point into the world of telephony, allowing

calls and text, but no social media.

My friend Deepak, with an 11-year-old son, installed the app Qustodio, on both of their

phones. The app filters harmful content through various parental controls, allowing

the father to access all of his son's online activity. "As he knows I can view his

behaviour, he conducts himself better than a child might without oversight," he

explains.

Frankly, the swiftness of technology's evolution means the option to eliminate online

hazards will fail. According to London-based The Education Policy Institute,

restricting young people too much "could inhibit their development of skills needed to

handle online risk".

In reality, technology is not evil. Our usage is the problem. Bee, who received a phone

last year after scoring good marks, asked if I would take over an online account due to

her heavy academic workload. Now, with school on hiatus, I shall watch her phone

usage. If she becomes consumed, then I will set limits or take it back. Let's face it, the

phone is a luxury, not a requirement, for our children.

Since Happy left Singapore in September for boarding school, we have shared a daily

chat on FaceTime. To have a live visual is a far better way to gauge her state of being

versus a simple phone conversation, which is all my parents had when I left home ages

ago.

Additionally, I insisted Happy install a GPS app, Life360, before she departed for

England. Nightly before sleeping and each morning upon waking, I check her location,

to know she is where she should be.

Social media and technology, indeed, are friends when used wisely, when the tools do

not take over our lives. Parents simply have to model savvy behaviour and manage the

expectations their children have of them, which, admittedly, are far from simple.

A few nights ago, with Bee and me curled up reading, my mobile beeped. She declared:

"If we spend all of our time on the phone, then we won't have time to think, to create

and to be. We will miss the new blossoms, maybe even the catalyst for an important


